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Vinyl with wood, metal and 
stone designs.

Made to meet 
all demands.

My floor, my design.

LIVING 
THE WAY I 
WANT TO 
LIVE
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unique.
We are all

No two people are the same. 
It is our aims, desires and experiences that make 
us who we are and that make us individuals.

And this is exactly how we should also live our lives: 
in a home that suits us, “from the ground up”...



Welcome
to tilo.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Editorial

DI Herbert Kendler | CEO

Isn’t flooring an incredibly exciting subject? Floors have 
an impact on our well-being and our mood, they provide 
a base for our furnishings and they are the stage on which 
our everyday lives and interactions are played out.

Since 1950, tilo has been turning high-quality, natural and 
versatile raw materials into some very special products. Our 
attention to detail, a great deal of care and a constant stream 
of new ideas allow us to get the very best from every material. 
Over the years, we have not only increased our flooring-relat-
ed knowledge, but also our understanding of our customers’ 
wishes. As a result, we are able to bring our interior styles 
together into harmonious collections, making it much easier 
for you to choose between them.  

Benefit from our experience – and find a tilo floor that suits 
your life from the ground up! 
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No two 
floors are
the same.

Which floor is right for you?

What are you looking for in a floor?
Will your children be playing and learning to crawl on it? 
Or should it provide a stage for your special items of fur-
niture, or stand out thanks to its creative decor, or should 
it keep your feet warm or breathe life into the room?

As you can see: 
the subject of flooring is 
incredibly multifaceted ...

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Intro

7



Novo Apple Natur8
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... we help you to maintain an overview. 
Whatever your wishes may be, one 
thing is certain: tilo makes the floor.

9



tilo.

Developed from
 joinery Lohnsburg.

10



tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | tilo makes floors

We can say with all honesty 
that we have built our ex-
tensive knowledge of floors 
“from the ground up”. After 
all, we know the market, 
having been in business 
since 1950.  
Back then we were joinery Lohnsburg. Today we are a 
family business that enjoys international success. The 
company now employs more than 250 people, and the 
top-quality tilo floors, stairs and skirting boards are still 
made at the production site in Lohnsburg, Upper Austria.
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A lot has changed, but our care and our attention to detail 
have remained. We consciously select top-quality, durable 
and hygienic materials for our floors. We fine-tune our printing 
and processing techniques in order to bring you an ever-in-
creasing range of designs and surfaces.  

Our vinyl floors are premium floors with the highest level of 
design quality: they take on almost any appearance that you 
would like for your rooms.

Full  of 
ideas,

from the ground up.

12



... as tilo vinyl floors are able to withstand a great deal of stress and are in-
credibly long-lasting and easy to maintain. Perfect for all areas where robust-
ness and aesthetics are required.

In order to make your choice easier, we have brought our floors together into 
harmonious collections – from vibrant wood to cool and elegant metal or 
stone designs. Allow yourself to be inspired and find the right floor for you. 

Whether it be deceptively real wood 
designs or elegant metal and stone 
designs: vinyl is incredibly versatile. 
And you can continue enjoying their 
beauty for an especially long time ...

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | tilo makes floors

13
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Christine & Theresia 
make floors.

Christine Etzlinger
Member of the tilo production team for 3 years.

Enjoys knitting and cycling in her spare time.

Theresia Penninger
Member of the tilo production team for 16 years.
Enjoys Nordic walking and reading good books.

14
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tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 |  tilo makes floors
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Vinyl
Surprisingly beautiful. 

Cool and elegant, vibrant and rustic: vinyl offers unlim-
ited possibilities and is the chameleon of the flooring 
world. It transforms the design of your dreams into a 
robust, long-lasting and hygienic covering that is ideal-
ly-suited to areas with heavy foot traffic. 
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tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 |  tilo makes floors

Choosing the right floor is a very personal decision 
that requires careful consideration: after all, the design 
of our rooms has a significant influence on our well-be-
ing and our everyday lives.  

Here at tilo, we will provide you with all the information 
you need to make your decision: Let us inspire you 
with our design collections: all of our vinyl floors are 
available in a wide range of designs and formats, 
right through to large planks, which are normally only 
available for parquet floors.

The 
right floor, 
every time. 
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Vinyl f loors
Wood designs.

As beautiful as wood – as strong as vinyl.

Novo Oak Savannah18



The appearance of a wooden floor 
with all its cracks and knots, coupled 
with the impressive advantages of 
vinyl: our wood design collection is 
made to meet high demands. 

The thick vinyl layer is wear-resistant, warm, gentle on the joints and easy 
to care for.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design
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Favorito Oak Alps
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FAVORITO
Multifaceted, just like nature.

Light or dark, calm, vibrant or rustic: our bestseller 
vinyl collection captures the beauty of wood, in all 
its diversity. Imitation woods such as maple, oak, chest-
nut and walnut include authentically beautiful grain and 
growth rings. This is enhanced by the brushed surface 
in particular. The 0.3 mm-thick wear layer also makes 
your floor extremely hard-wearing.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Favorito
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Favorito Oak Havanna

Favoritio Chestnut Baltic

Favorito Oak Stonewashed
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Favorito
Collection

OAK HELSINKI
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK STONEWASHED
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK HAVANNA
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

MAPLE LUXURY
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

CHESTNUT BALTIC
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

WALNUT LUXURY
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK NOX
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK RAX
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK VULCANO
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK CULT
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK SCOTCH
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK ALPS
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Favorito

New:

Our bestselling designs: Oak, Rax, Oak Alps 
and Oak Havanna
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Robusto Oak Ivory

Robusto Hazel Spruce
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ROBUSTO
Astoundingly beautiful.

Whether it is used in a living area with heavy foot traffic, 
in an office or in a hotel room: thanks to its reinforced 
wear layer, the area of application of Robusto is almost 
unlimited. The structured, planed surface and the em-
bossed finish, which matches the grain, even lend this 
distinctive design a tactile feel. Not only does it look 
like real wood, it also feels like real wood!
The additional bevelled edge in the same colour on all 
four sides accentuates the plank shape and makes the 
floor surface look even more authentic.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Robusto



Robusto Hazel Spruce26



Robusto
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Robusto

New:
Vintage designs with a number of different 
appearances
Spruce in a never-before-seen play of colours

27

OAK IVORY
bevelled (4V), structured,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK WESTSIDE
bevelled (4V), synchronous,

Twist PLUS

varnished

HAZEL SPRUCE
bevelled (4V), planed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

SPRUCE FROST
bevelled (4V), planed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK ORBIT
bevelled (4V), structured

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK MOOR
bevelled (4V), synchronous,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK VINTAGE
bevelled (4V), synchronous,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK MONTBLANC
bevelled (4V), synchronous,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK OLDSTYLE
bevelled (4V), planed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK CLOUD
bevelled (4V), synchronous,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK COGNAC
bevelled (4V), synchronous,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK GRAVEL
bevelled (4V), synchronous,

Twist PLUS

varnished
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Novo Oak Nile
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NOVO
Has its finger on the pulse.

Selected wood designs meet current trends – whether 
it be the antique look or discreet pastel shades. 
The brushed surface accentuates the grain and experi-
mentation with installation patterns opens up an ever- 
increasing number of possibilities. 

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Novo



3030 Novo Apple Natural



3131Novo Oak Nile

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneers – Effecto



3232 Novo Oak Savannah
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Novo
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Novo

New:
Distinctive designs for apple, pine and oak
Vibrant grading with fashionable pastel shades

OAK CHALK
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK SAVANNAH
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

MATURED TIMBER 
EFFECT PINE

unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

APPLE WHITE
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

LARCH NATURAL
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

ORE OAK
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK ALMOND
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

APPLE NATURAL
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK MOON
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK NILE
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK MACCHIATO
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

PINE ANTIK
unbevelled, brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished
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Grando Ore Oak

Grando Oak Rax

Grando Oak Nox
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GRANDO
A grand entrance.

A long plank creates the impression of space and 
freedom – and at tilo, this is not just reserved for par-
quet floors: twelve selected appearances, from light 
to dark, are also available in this special format in vinyl. 
This makes this Grando vinyl plank one of the largest 
on the market. 

The brushed surface underpins the unusual appear-
ance, and a bevelled edge on all four sides accentuates 
every plank and lends the floor a more natural look. It 
is barely distinguishable from a real single plank made 
from wood. Highlight the generous size of your rooms 
with an extraordinary floor, which is also especially dura-
ble and very easy to install thanks to the simpleFix system. 

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Grando
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Grando
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Grando

New:
Vibrant grading with fashionable pastel shades
Simple installation thanks to the simpleFix 
installation system

OAK URBAN
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK SAVANNAH
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK BAROQUE
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK ROCK
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK NOX
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK MACCHIATO
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK COTTAGE
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK WOODSTOCK
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

LARCH NATURAL
OAK ORE

bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

LARCH NATURAL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK RAX
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK DEVON
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished
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ELITO
Unrivalled in terms of design 

and technology.

Elito Oak Sahara
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Elito
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/wood design – Elito

New:
These designs are available as design and parquet floors
No repetition of the pattern on a single plank
Revolutionary printing technique: eight different planks 
with Alpin grading can be alternated to create a more 
authentic and exciting look

The elite of vinyl floors, only available at tilo: 
the true-to-life dimensions of wood designs with the 
tilo own Alpin grading and the duplication of the base 
images enables an authentic-looking natural installation 
pattern to be achieved, which is unlike any other. The 
tilo colour selection for the bestsellers, the brushed surfaces 
and the bevelled edges on all four sides accentuate its 
extraordinary appearance. Here, the living beauty of 
wood is captured by an especially durable floor.

OAK WHITE
bevelled (4V), brushed

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK MOCCA
bevelled (4V), brushed

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK SAHARA
bevelled (4V), brushed

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK ROCK
bevelled (4V), brushed

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (4V), brushed

Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (4V), brushed

Twist PLUS

varnished



Vinyl f loors
Metal and stone 

designs.
Able to cope with simply everything.

Eleganto Iron Rust40



A floor that exudes coolness and beauty, 
while at the same time being warm and 
comfortable. This tilo collection pro-
vides elegant accents and is extremely 
durable thanks to its reinforced 0.55 mm 
wear layer. 

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/stone and metal designs

41

ELEGANTO 42 – 45
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Eleganto Marble Macarena

Eleganto Concrete Natural

Eleganto Iron Rust
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ELEGANTO
Elegance redefined.

An especially elegant floor boasting cosy underfloor 
heating and the highest level of robustness - tilo 
makes this possible. The Eleganto collection in the 
flagstone design format will bring a touch of elegance 
to any room. The product range includes both stone 
and metal and is available with the wave (slate) and 
sand (plain) surface structures.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/stone and metal designs – Eleganto



4444 Eleganto Concrete Natural
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Eleganto
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Vinyl floors/stone and metal designs – Eleganto

New:
Out of this world: Meteorite Natural
Spruce Concrete – vibrant wood meets cool stone

MARBLE CARRARA
bevelled (4V), sand,

Twist PLUS

varnished

MARBLE NATURAL
bevelled (4V), wave,

Twist PLUS

varnished

STONE GREY
bevelled (4V), sand,

Twist PLUS

varnished

MARBLE MACARENA
bevelled (4V), wave,

Twist PLUS

varnished

COPPER NATURAL
bevelled (4V), wave,

Twist PLUS

varnished

STONE BETA
bevelled (4V), wave,

Twist PLUS

varnished

SPRUCE CONCRETE
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Twist PLUS

varnished

METEORITE NATURAL
bevelled (4V), sand,

Twist PLUS

varnished

STONE LAVA
bevelled (4V), wave,

Twist PLUS

varnished

CONCRETE NATURAL
bevelled (4V), wave,

Twist PLUS

varnished

SLATE NATURAL
bevelled (4V), wave,

Twist PLUS

varnished

IRON RUST
bevelled (4V), sand,

Twist PLUS

varnished
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The important thing for me 
is that:
a floor is aesthetically pleasing while also 
being robust and hygienic. 

Testimonial 

Are you looking for a floor that com-
bines both robustness and beauty? If 
so, this story may ring true with you.

My dental practice means the world to me. I love my 
job, interacting with people and the amazing feeling 
I get when I give the gift of a smile, in the truest sense 
of the word.

I have experienced many things in these rooms – and 
those experiences do, of course, leave traces of them-
selves behind. So I finally set about a renovation project. 

The subject of flooring lay particularly close to my 
heart: after all, floors have to withstand a lot in the 
healthcare sector – the castors of the work chair, the 
frequent cleaning and tidying. In addition, it should also 
tie in aesthetically with the practice and provide a warm 
welcome for my patients. I eventually found a floor cov-
ering that won me over on all fronts: vinyl. With its rein-
forced wear layer, it is extremely durable and is, at the 
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"Vinyl – the true chameleon of the flooring world."

same time, completely hygienic and dirt-repellent. Our 
cleaning lady was delighted by how easy the floor is to 
clean. I was surprised that a floor could provide so many 
functional benefits and also be so aesthetically pleasing: 
vinyl is a true chameleon and is able to take on almost 
any appearance you like. It is able to take on the appear-
ance of stone or metal, and can also bear a striking re-
semblance to wood, right down to the grain, knots and 
grooves. A patient recently remarked that it was "such a 
beautiful real wood floor". This material impressed me 
so deeply that I also decided to lay a vinyl floor in my 
own home: it creates the impression of real parquet in 
my kitchen, however, it is wonderfully hard-wearing and 
durable. 

Whether in private or at work: for me, vinyl is the 
floor for everything - there are no compromises when 
it comes to design, hygiene and robustness.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Testimonial
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FAVORITO

approx. 0.3 mm

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

1,205 x 210 mm

Cork impact sound 
insulation

9.8 mm

Wood effect

311

Elito Oak Sahara
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1 Service class 31 (ISO 10582), service class 34 (EN 14085) 2 Service class 34 (EN 14085), past: service class 42 (ISO 10582)

/DESIGN
Product overview

FAVORITO NOVO ROBUSTO GRANDO ELITO ELEGANTO

approx. 0.3 mm approx. 0.3 mm approx. 0.55 mm approx. 0.55 mm approx. 0.55 mm approx. 0.55 mm

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Spring-reduced fibreboard

1,205 x 210 mm 1,205 x 210 mm 1,205 x 210 mm 2,200 x 216 mm 2,200 x 216 mm
595 x 285 mm
900 x 285 mm

Cork impact sound 
insulation

Cork impact sound 
insulation

Cork impact sound 
insulation

Cork impact sound 
insulation

Cork impact sound 
insulation

Cork impact sound
insulation

9.8 mm 9.8 mm 10 mm 10 mm 10 mm 10 mm

Wood effect Stone and metal 
effect

311 311 342 342 342 342
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ti lo stairs and 
skirting boards.

Seamless.

Stairs are so much more than “just” the transition between two 
levels. They act like an item of furniture and have a significant 
influence over the atmosphere within a room. The matching 
stair coverings and skirting boards from tilo create a harmoni-
ous overall look, which extends throughout your entire home. 

Our coverings are available for straight, spiral, L-shaped 
and U-shaped stairs, to name but a few. There is so much 
to be said on the subject of stairs that we have devoted an 
entire catalogue to them – find out more at tilo.com



515151Robusto Oak Westside
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Pure 
pleasure.

We want you to always enjoy looking at your tilo floor 
and to enjoy every step you take on it. That is why we 
also offer you the appropriate cleaning and care. After 
all, we know our products from the ground up and 
are best placed to know the individual requirements 
of the various floors.

Enjoy the quality and beauty  
of your tilo floors – for a 
long time.
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Are you also interested in our natural or parquet range? All of our catalogues are available to browse or download at tilo.com.

instagram.com/tilo_boden

facebook.com/tilo.at

tilo.com

Should you have any 
questions, we will be there 
for you, because: 
tilo makes floors – 
and is delighted to do 
so for you, too.

Discover our online world, learn more about our 
versatile floors and find tilo dealers near you: 

We would be delighted 
if  you would l ike to 

see more of  what we 
can offer you. 



5454



5555



tilo GmbH | Magetsham 19 | A-4923 Lohnsburg

+43 7754 400-0 | office@tilo.com | www.tilo.com
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Real wood, cork & linoleum.

Always the right 
floor for me.

Floors for unwinding.

LIVE 
WITH 
NATURE
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unique.
We are all

No two people are the same. 
It is our aims, desires and experiences that make 
us who we are and that make us individuals.

And this is exactly how we should also live our lives: 
in a home that suits us, “from the ground up”...



Welcome
to tilo.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Editorial

DI Herbert Kendler | CEO

Isn’t flooring an incredibly exciting subject? Floors have 
an impact on our well-being and our mood, they provide 
a base for our furnishings and they are the stage on which 
our everyday lives and interactions are played out.

Since 1950, tilo has been turning high-quality, natural and 
versatile raw materials into some very special products. Our 
attention to detail, a great deal of care and a constant stream 
of new ideas allow us to get the very best from every material. 
Over the years, we have not only increased our flooring-relat-
ed knowledge, but also our understanding of our customers’ 
wishes. As a result, we are able to bring our interior styles 
together into harmonious collections, making it much easier 
for you to choose between them.  

Benefit from our experience – and find a tilo floor that suits 
your life from the ground up! 
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No two 
floors are
the same.

Which floor is right for you?

What are you looking for in a floor?
Will your children be playing and learning to crawl on it? 
Or should it provide a stage for your special items of fur-
niture, or stand out thanks to its creative decor, or should 
it keep your feet warm or breathe life into the room?

As you can see: 
the subject of flooring is 
incredibly multifaceted ...

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Intro

7



Senso Bolero Cream8



... we help you to maintain an overview. 
Whatever your wishes may be, one 
thing is certain: tilo makes the floor.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Intro

9



Developed from
 joinery Lohnsburg.

tilo.

10



We can say with all honesty 
that we have built our ex-
tensive knowledge of floors 
“from the ground up”. After 
all, we know the market, 
having been in business 
since 1950.  
Back then we were joinery Lohnsburg. Today we are a 
family business that enjoys international success. The 
company now employs more than 250 people, and the 
top-quality tilo floors, stairs and skirting boards are still 
made at the production site in Lohnsburg, Upper Austria.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | tilo makes floors
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Committed 
to nature

from the ground up.

A lot has changed, but our care and our sense of responsibil-
ity have remained. We consciously select healthy, sustainable 
and regional materials for our floors. Raw materials that are 
sustainably sourced and processed in an environmentally 
friendly manner. We also use natural oils and varnishes for the 
treatment and retention of value of our floors. 

The FSC certification and the quality seal from the Institut für 
Baubiologie [Institute of Building Biology] serve to endorse 
our approach and help you to recognise sustainable products 
that promote a healthy living environment. Your tilo floor 
therefore ensures a positive (indoor) climate from the ground up.

12



tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | tilo makes floors

Nature is our most important muse: 
it inspires us time and again to create 
very special floors – and has, as a 
result, earned our greatest respect.

The understanding we have built up over the years with regard to flooring 
has allowed us to put together harmonious collections for you. 

Make your choice on the basis of your own personal taste – and live happy 
in the knowledge that a tilo floor always brings a bit of nature into your 
home. 

13



David 
makes 
floors.

David Raab
Machine operator at tilo for 8 years.

Enjoys practising archery in his spare time 
and is a passionate electric guitar player.

14



tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 |  tilo makes floors
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Live well, 
naturally.

Whether it be velvety cork, warm and vibrant wood 
or hard-wearing linoleum: nature has produced a rich 
repertoire of versatile materials. At tilo, we select the 
best of these for you and process them into top-quality 
floor coverings. And so a wonderful natural raw mate-
rial becomes a special floor for your home. 

16



Choosing the right floor is a very personal decision 
that requires careful consideration: after all, the design 
of our rooms has a significant influence on our mood, 
our well-being and our health. 

Here at tilo, we will provide you with all the information 
you need to make your decision: let our Natur collections 
inspire you – every floor is available in many designs and 
types, so it will truly complement your lifestyle. 

The right floor, 
every time. 
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Real wood floors. 
Fine, elegant and sustainable.

Uno Oak Natural18



EFFECTO
UNO

PORTO

22 – 27
28 – 31
32 – 35

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneer

A tilo real wood floor is of top quality,  
individual – and at the same time 
is the most economical way to use 
wood: precious wood is processed 
into thin sheets. 

19



Uno Oak Natural
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tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood floors

Sustainable natural beauty.
From one solid cubic metre of raw wood, we are able to manufacture around 
600 m² of real wood flooring. By way of comparison: that same solid cubic 
metre would yield approximately 35 m² of parquet flooring. With a thickness 
of just 8.5 mm, the product possesses low thermal resistance and supports 
the heating power of underfloor heating. 
Thanks to its low weight and compact format, it is perfectly suited to being 
packed onto pallets, which makes storage and transportation easier. 
This means that real wood flooring makes a significant contribution to 
climate protection.

Beautiful and hard-wearing.
The oiled surface lends your tilo real wood floor a matt, velvety and naturally  
beautiful look. A beautiful all-rounder – and a low-cost alternative to parquet.

"A tilo real wood floor is wood 
                                  in its finest form."

21



Effecto Oak Natural Herringbone

22



EFFECTO
Pure elegance.

Effecto brings top-quality, beautiful installation patterns 
into your home at an affordable price. The multi-strip 
design experiments with traditional strip patterns such 
as French herringbone, diagonal herringbone and bas-
ket weave. Woods such as oak and walnut accentuate 
the overall elegance of the floor. 

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneers – Effecto
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2424 Effecto Oak Natural Herringbone



2525Effecto Oak White Diagonal

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneers – Effecto



Effecto Oak Natural Herringbone

Effecto Oak Natural Herringbone

Effecto Oak White Diagonal
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Effecto
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneers – Effecto

OAK WHITE,
HERRINGBONE
unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL, 
DIAGONAL EFFECT

unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

AMERICAN WALNUT 
NATURAL, DIAGONAL 

EFFECT
unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL, BASKET 
WEAVE EFFECT
unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

AMERICAN WALNUT
NATURAL, BASKET 

WEAVE EFFECT
unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL,
HERRINGBONE
unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

AMERICAN WALNUT 
NATURAL, HERRINGBONE

unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK WHITE, 
DIAGONAL EFFECT

unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

"Experimenting with installation  
      patterns always produces a new   
   and exciting feeling of space".

27



Uno Oak Natural

Uno Oak Platinum Grey28



UNO

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneers – Uno

Vibrant aesthetics. 

Uno is a vibrant and expressive floor manufactured from 
oak, maple or walnut.  The compact plank format in the 
single strip design accentuates the natural grain and 
knots in an especially beautiful way.  

2929



Uno Oak Platinum Grey30



Uno
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneers – Uno

CANADIAN MAPLE 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK PLATINUM GREY
unbevelled, brushed,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK WHITE
unbevelled, brushed,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
unbevelled, brushed,

Vital NATUR

oiled

AMERICAN WALNUT 
NATURAL

unbevelled, brushed,

Vital NATUR

oiled

"The living beauty of wood 
     captured on a continuous plank".

Uno Oak Platinum Grey

31



Porto Oak White

Porto Oak Natural

32



PORTO

33

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneers – Porto

Striking accents.

The compact plank format in a 3-strip design is the 
hallmark of the Porto Collection. Strip elements posi-
tioned side-by-side in an offset manner and on-trend 
woods such as oak, maple, beech and acacia provide 
special accents.
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Porto Canadian Maple Natural3434



Porto
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Real wood veneers – Porto

CANADIAN MAPLE 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
Alpin, unbevelled, brushed,

Vital NATUR

oiled

ACACIA NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

BEECH NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK WHITE
unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
Classic, unbevelled, sanded,

Vital NATUR

oiled

35



Cork.

Senso Bolero Cream

Soft to the touch, velvety and comfortable. 

36



SENSO 40 – 43

Cork ensures a feel-good feeling with 
every step: it is pleasantly soft, warm 
underfoot and provides insulation 
against impact sound.  
A material that nature has provided 
with a great many excellent properties.  

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Cork
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Senso Basic Natural
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Renewable natural beauty.
The unique nature of cork begins with its harvesting: this involves peeling 
the bark from cork oak trees. That bark grows back completely over the 
course of a decade, making cork an almost inexhaustible resource. Peeling 
off the bark brings with it a further advantage: a tree that has been stripped 
absorbs four times as much CO2 as a tree that has been left in its natural 
state. Cork oak forests therefore make a sustainable contribution to our 
climate.

A natural all-rounder.
As if that were not enough, natural cork floors from tilo also impress with 
their unique properties: they are pleasantly soft and elastic, while at the same 
time being incredibly robust and hard-wearing. Noise and footsteps are 
insulated and the burden on the spine and joints is reduced. Not only that, 
but it is also easy to care for. All of these properties make it the ideal floor 
covering for bedrooms, children's rooms and living rooms.

"Once you have walked 
        barefoot over a tilo cork floor, you   
     will never go back".

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Cork
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Senso Astra Natural

Senso Bolero Cream40



SENSO

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Cork – Senso

A floor for all the senses. 

Soft, warm and yet so robust: Senso creates a feel-good 
feeling with every step. A floor that acts as a means of un-
winding for body and soul. Thanks to modern printing and 
processing techniques, it takes on many nuances of colour 
– structures and grain make every floor covering unique.
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Senso
Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Cork – Senso

Senso Astra Cream

BASIC CREAM
unbevelled, sanded,

Twist PLUS

varnished

BASIC NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Twist PLUS

varnished

RUSTIKO NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Twist PLUS

varnished

ASTRA NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Twist PLUS

varnished

BOLERO NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Twist PLUS

varnished

RUSTIKO CREAM
unbevelled, sanded,

Twist PLUS

varnished

ASTRA CREAM
unbevelled, sanded,

Twist PLUS

varnished

BOLERO CREAM
unbevelled, sanded,

Twist PLUS

varnished

"So comfortable, so healthy: 
cork creates a genuine feel-good 
atmosphere".

43



Coloro Lino Charcoal

Linoleum.
Hard-wearing, easy to maintain & creative.

44



COLORO 48 – 51

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Linoleum

From granite to lime green: Linoleum 
is a multifaceted and creative natural 
floor that is able to meet almost any 
requirement.

45



Coloro Lino Lime
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Multifaceted natural beauty.
Nature is hiding in every layer of linoleum: alongside the linseed oil, which 
gives linoleum its name, it contains wood or cork flour, ground limestone, 
natural resins and pigments. The substrate is jute. 

Strong can be beautiful.
Isn't it fascinating that a floor that is made "from oil", amongst other things, 
can be so unbelievably robust? Linoleum is one of the most hard-wearing 
materials that nature has created. This makes it the ideal floor covering for 
areas with heavy foot traffic – and anywhere where creativity, durability and 
ease of maintenance are required.

"Linoleum is beauty with many facets 
and colours".

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Linoleum
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Coloro Lino Capri

Coloro Lino Charcoal48



COLORO

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Linoleum – Coloro

Beautiful and strong at the same time.

In our experience, robustness and strength of design 
are wonderfully compatible with one another. Our 
linoleum floors are the best demonstration of this: their 
rich palette of colours, ranging from lime green and 
light pearl to dark charcoal, leaves little to be desired in 
terms of design. Coloro is the epitome of durability with 
a fresh new design – hard-wearing, comfortable and 
multifaceted.
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Coloro

"A naturally robust floor that makes 
                 room for creative ideas".

LINO PEARL
unbevelled, Twist PLUS

varnished

LINO LIME
unbevelled, Twist PLUS

varnished

LINO CAPRI
unbevelled, Twist PLUS

varnished

LINO GRANIT
unbevelled, Twist PLUS

varnished

LINO CHARCOAL
unbevelled, Twist PLUS

varnished

LINO TERRA
unbevelled, Twist PLUS

varnished

LINO ASCOLI
unbevelled, Twist PLUS

varnished

LINO PISA
unbevelled, Twist PLUS

varnished

Collection

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Linoleum – Coloro
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Testimonial 

Do you want to bring nature into 
your home? If so, this story may ring 
true with you.

Even though it is sometimes a bit chaotic, our home 
is the place where we feel most comfortable and are 
simply able to be ourselves.

It was therefore all the more important that our house 
exude the warmth and naturalness that make our family 
who we are. Right from the start it was clear that we want-
ed to use only natural materials for our flooring. After 
all, children use all of their senses to explore the world 
around them, especially their hands and their mouths. 
That is why we had our hearts set on a health-promoting, 
natural home. 

We decided upon a real wood veneer floor for the living 
room: it brings all of the wonderful benefits of wood to our 
home at an affordable price; it is warm, vibrant and expres-
sive. Elegant wood processed in the finest manner. 

The important thing 
for us is: 

a floor made from natural, healthy materials 
– because children use all of their senses to 
explore the world around them. 

52



"A little bit of nature for every room".

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Testimonial

As we rightly placed so much emphasis on having 
natural flooring from the outset, we quickly discov-
ered that nature has produced a great many wonder-
ful materials. Cork, for example, is comfortable, warm 
and absorbs sound. It is available in a broad range of 
designs and, as it is so easy to maintain, it is ideal for use 
in the children's bedroom.

We opted for colourful linoleum in the playroom: a floor 
manufactured from linseed oil, wood flour and other 
natural materials that is extremely robust. The children 
can really romp around on it – and the lime green colour 
lends the room a fresh look. 

We really have made this our home, and we are very 
much at ease here. Light, friendly and completely 
natural – we feel completely at home.
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>NATURE
Product overview

UNO

approx. 0.5 mm approx. 0.5 mm approx. 0.5 mm approx. 2.0 mm approx. 2.5 mm

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Cork impact sound 
insulation

1,270 x 190 mm 1,270 x 190 mm 1,270 x 190 mm 1,200 x 268 mm 912 x 296 mm

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Cork impact sound 
insulation

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Cork impact sound 
insulation

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Cork impact sound 
insulation

Spring-reduced  
fibreboard

Cork impact sound 
insulation

8.5 mm 8.5 mm 8.5 mm 10 mm 10 mm

PORTO EFFECTO COLORO SENSO

CorkLinoleumReal wood

Wear layer

Middle layer

Crosswise layer

Product dimensions

Total thickness 

Short end connection

Long end connection

Edge design

Surface

Floating installation

Grading Harmony, Alpin Classic, Alpin Harmony

Service class - - - 32

-

23

-
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ti lo stairs and 
skirting boards.

Seamless.

Stairs are so much more than “just” the transition between two 
levels. They act like an item of furniture and have a significant 
influence over the atmosphere within a room. The matching 
stair coverings and skirting boards from tilo create a harmoni-
ous overall look, which extends throughout your entire home. 

Our coverings are available for straight, spiral, L-shaped 
and U-shaped stairs, to name but a few. There is so much 
to be said on the subject of stairs that we have devoted an 
entire catalogue to them – find out more at tilo.com
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Pure 
pleasure.

We want you to always enjoy looking at your tilo floor 
and to enjoy every step you take on it. That is why we 
also offer you the appropriate cleaning and care. After 
all, we know our products from the ground up and 
are best placed to know the individual requirements 
of the various floors.

Enjoy the quality and beauty  
of your tilo floors – for a 
long time.
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instagram.com/tilo_boden

facebook.com/tilo.at

tilo.com

Should you have any 
questions, we will be there 
for you, because: 
tilo makes floors – 
and is delighted to do 
so for you, too.

Discover our online world, learn more about our 
versatile floors and find tilo dealers near you: 

We would be delighted 
if  you would l ike to 

see more of  what we 
can offer you. 

Are you also interested in our parquet or design range? All of our catalogues are available to browse or download at tilo.com. 
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calm, lively or rustic.

A floor to suit 
every style:

Warm, vibrant and unique.  

LIVE 
WITH 
WOOD
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unique.
We are all

No two people are the same. 
It is our aims, desires and experiences that make 
us who we are and that make us individuals.

And this is exactly how we should also live our lives: 
in a home that suits us, “from the ground up”...



Welcome
to tilo.

tilo Flooring trend catalogue 2017 | Editorial

DI Herbert Kendler | CEO

Isn’t flooring an incredibly exciting subject? Floors have 
an impact on our well-being and our mood, they provide 
a base for our furnishings and they are the stage on which 
our everyday lives and interactions are played out.

Since 1950, tilo has been turning high-quality, natural and 
versatile raw materials into some very special products. Our 
attention to detail, a great deal of care and a constant stream 
of new ideas allow us to get the very best from every material. 
Over the years, we have not only increased our flooring-relat-
ed knowledge, but also our understanding of our customers’ 
wishes. As a result, we are able to bring our interior styles 
together into harmonious collections, making it much easier 
for you to choose between them.  

Benefit from our experience – and find a tilo floor that suits 
your life from the ground up! 
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No two 
floors are
the same.

Which floor is right for you?

What are you looking for in a floor?
Will your children be playing and learning to crawl on it? 
Or should it provide a stage for your special items of fur-
niture, or stand out thanks to its creative decor, or should 
it keep your feet warm or breathe life into the room?

As you can see: 
the subject of flooring is 
incredibly multifaceted ...

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | Intro
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Eterno Oak Caramel8
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... we help you to maintain an overview. 
Whatever your wishes may be, one 
thing is certain: tilo makes the floor.

9



tilo.

Developed from
 joinery Lohnsburg.

10



tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | tilo makes floors

We can say with all honesty 
that we have built our ex-
tensive knowledge of floors 
“from the ground up”. After 
all, we know the market, 
having been in business 
since 1950.  
Back then we were joinery Lohnsburg. Today we are a 
family business that enjoys international success. The 
company now employs more than 250 people, and the 
top-quality tilo floors, stairs and skirting boards are still 
made at the production site in Lohnsburg, Upper Austria.
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Committed 
to nature

from the ground up.

A lot has changed, but our caring attitude and our love of 
wood have remained. We are familiar with every single aspect 
of this material; we understand, process and refine it. 

We grade many types of wood by hand in order to select the 
most beautiful grain and structures. Right from the very start, 
we decided to predominately use Austrian wood from sustain-
ably-managed forests. 

The FSC certification and the quality seal from the Institut für 
Baubiologie [Institute of Building Biology] serve to endorse 
our approach and help you to recognise sustainable products 
that promote a healthy living environment.

12



The grading, format, surface treatment and surface finish also all open up a 
broad range of possibilities. This allows tilo floors to always showcase their 
versatility: sometimes calm, sometimes vibrant or completely rustic. 

The understanding we have built up over the years with regard to floors 
has allowed us to put together harmonious collections in order to make 
your choice easier. Familiarise yourself with our exclusive parquet types 
– and find “your” floor.

Wood is so versatile, it is constantly 
surprising us: fine-pored maple has 
a completely different character to 
vibrant oak or refined and fragrant 
Swiss pine.

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | tilo makes floors
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Georg
makes
floors.

Georg Feichtinger
Flooring master at tilo for 30 years.

Enthusiastic volunteer fireman and family man.
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Parquet,
uniquely created 

by nature.

Parquet is warm, genuine, unique and continuously in 
motion. “It’s alive”, claim fans. “It works”, say experts. 
They are talking about parquet with a wear layer of 
2.5 mm. Wood type and grading have a significant 
influence over its appearance, as do the format and 
the surface treatment.

We understand, process 
and refine parquet.

Whether it is “brushed” in order to accentuate the 
grain, “structured” for a more exciting look, “planed” 
to produce a specific feel or “sanded” for an even 
surface – at tilo, we know which treatment will really 
bring the character of your parquet floor to the fore. 

16



A tilo floor should tie in with your lifestyle and your 
home. For that reason, we offer you a range of differ-
ent formats: from the single plank with a single strip 
appearance to 3-strip parquet and generous chateau 
planks. 

2.425 x 250 x 13 mm 
“Oak chateau plank” 

2.415 x 182 x 13 mm 
“Larch single plank”

2.205 x 176 x 13 mm 
“Oak, Canadian maple, beech, ash, walnut single plank”

2.205 x 206 x 13 mm 
“Oak, acacia, maple (Canadian) 3-strip parquet”
“Oak single plank”

1.900 x 182 x 13 mm 
“Swiss pine single plank”

Five formats,
countless possibilities.

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | tilo makes floors
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A place 
of  clarity.

When you are looking for clarity, 
calmness and timeless beauty ...

Puristico Ash White18



tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place of clarity

PURISTICO 18 – 25

A parquet floor with a calm surface helps you to think 
straight. It allows your furniture to take centre stage 
and has a subtle effect on the ambiance, all without 
overpowering you. This is a kind of beauty that is 
not immediately obvious, yet you cannot get it out 
of your head.

... tilo makes your floors.

19



Puristico Ash White

20



tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place of clarity – Puristico

PURISTICO
Quiet beauty.

Elegant hardwoods - maple, beech, walnut and oak - 
are pre-graded by hand, so that only occasional knots 
and slight colour variations are discernible. This creates 
a calm and unobtrusive appearance. 

21



Puristico Ash White2222



Puristico Ash White

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place of clarity – Puristico

The harmonious grading of the woods produce a 
simple and beautiful appearance. The type of surface 
treatment used also plays a decisive role in this, how-
ever: finely brushed or sanded surfaces lend Puristico 
flooring a particularly elegant appearance.

Here at tilo, we know which processing methods 
and treatments will accentuate the beauty of your 
floor's calm character. 

2323



Elegant & versatile 
Whether it be light wood, elegant walnut or various 
colours of oak: our Puristico collection is available 
in a gloriously wide range of designs. 

There is guaranteed to be something to suit every 
personal taste. 

Puristico Ash White

24



OAK WHITE
unbevelled, sanded,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK WHITE
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MOCCA
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CREME
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

AMERICAN WALNUT 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

ASH WHITE
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place of clarity – Puristico

ASH WHITE
unbevelled, sanded,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

CANADIAN MAPLE 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

BEECH NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Harmony, Vital NATUR

oiled

Collection
Puristico
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Testimonial 

The important thing 
for us is that:
a floor exudes warmth and naturalness 
while also complementing our clear interior 
design style. It provides the stage on which 
we are able to express ourselves.

Do you yearn for a home that ex-
udes clarity and calmness? If so, this 
story may ring true with you.

In our opinion, simplicity is the highest level of so-
phistication. As we have a small child in the house, 
we had already decided upon more practical furni-
ture and furnishings. 

With our new house, we wanted to fulfil our dream of 
modern living: lots of light. Lots of space. Light-coloured 
furniture and elegant accessories; no distractions and 
nothing intrusive.
Quiet areas for body, mind and eyes. 

26



"Comfortable living with puristic clarity".

During the planning phase, we were, for a short time, 
unsure as to whether we were creating something that 
was "too modern". As well as being beautifully designed, 
a house should also be homely and comfortable. However,  
by the time we got around to choosing the parquet 
flooring, those concerns had been dispelled. It exudes 
naturalness and warmth and could not be more perfectly 
aligned to our clear interior design style. We were sur-
prised by the broad selection that is available: whether 
in elegant walnut shades or white ash, with or without 
bevelled edges, sanded or brushed – parquet is wonder-
fully versatile.

This floor does not need to be the centre of attention, yet 
it has a very subtle effect on the atmosphere within the 
room. It provides the stage on which we are able to 
bring our style to life and express ourselves. 

Comfortable and expressive. Natural, but also clear and 
structured. That is precisely what makes us feel comfortable. 

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | Testimonial
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A place 
that is  full  of  l ife.

When you are looking for a beautiful floor that is 
expressive, interesting and vibrant ...

Marcanto Vario Oak Natur28
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It is often the small peculiarities that make something 
seem appealing at first. A tilo parquet floor with a 
vibrant surface displays wood from its most impressive 
side: with striking knot patterns, vibrant structures and 
natural colour variations. 

This is a floor that is full of character and waiting to 
be discovered anew, every single day.   

... tilo makes your floors.

MARCANTO
MARCANTO TREND
MARCANTO VARIO

MAGNO
ETERNO

30 – 35
36 – 39
40 – 43
44 – 47
48 – 53 29



Marcanto Trend Oak Grey

30
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MARCANTO
Exciting beauty.

Wood from oak and larch trees hides a great many 
natural surprises.  We select the most interesting colour 
variations and structures for you in order to give your 
Marcanto floor special character.



MARCANTO
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Brushed and structured surfaces create excitement and 
highlight the vibrant charm of your floor. It invites you to 
walk on it barefoot and begs to be rediscovered, time 
and again.

Marcanto Oak Antik

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place that is full of life – Marcanto
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Marcanto Eiche Mocca

Marcanto Oak White Alpin

Vibrant & versatile 
Marcanto displays vibrant oak and larch with impressive 
designs. The bevelled edge, a slight slant at the edge of 
the plank, accentuates its striking appearance.  

As well as the bevelled edge on the long side, Marcanto is 
now also available with bevelled edges on all four sides: 
every plank is made to stand out, which produces a par-
ticularly special effect.    

Marcanto Larch Natural

Marcanto Trend Oak Grey
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OAK WHITE
bevelled (2V or 4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MOCCA
bevelled (2V or 4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

LARCH 
BRILLIANT WHITE
bevelled (4V), brushed, 

Standard, Vital NATUR

Oiled finish

OAK CREME
bevelled (2V or 4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK HIGHLAND
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

LARCH WHITE
bevelled (4V), brushed, 

Standard, Vital NATUR

Oiled finish

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (2V or 4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CRYSTAL
HIGHLAND

bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

LARCH NATURAL
bevelled (4V), brushed, 

Standard, Vital NATUR

Oiled finish

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (2V or 4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK ANTIK
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

LARCH 
SATIN GREY

bevelled (2V), brushed, 

Standard, Vital NATUR

Oiled finish

Collection
Marcanto
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Trend



We have expanded our bestseller collection to include 
contemporary colours in eight different shades: lively 
oak is reinterpreted with pastel shades and conveys a 
sense of effortlessness. 

The entire collection is available with a super-matte 
oiled surface.

Marcanto Trend Oak Rock

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place that is full of life – Marcanto Trend
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Marcanto Trend Oak Rock

Marcanto Trend Oak Rock
38



OAK EDELWEISS
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MELANGE
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK IVORY
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK TAIGA
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CHAMPAGNE
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MOSS
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK SMOKE
 bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK ROCK
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

Collection
Marcanto Trend
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Marcanto Trend Oak Melange Marcanto Trend Oak Melange
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MARCANTO
Vario
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Marcanto Vario provides the option of combining 
planks of different sizes, giving you five different de-
signs to choose from. This results in an appearance that 
is always unique and exciting. 

Marcanto Vario Oak Natur

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place that is full of life – Marcanto Vario
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Marcanto Vario Oak Natural
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Collection
Marcanto Vario

"Every plank format 
    creates new impressions 
  within the room". 

Marcanto Vario Oak Natur

2.205 x 176 x 13 mm

Available in 3 formats that can be freely combined!

"S" single plank

2.205 x 206 x 13 mm

"M" single plank

2.425 x 250 x 13 mm

"L" chateau plank

OAK WHITE
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MOCCA
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CREME
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled
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Magno Oak Natural
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MAGNO
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True greatness.

Isn't it wonderful when you have an abundance of 
space – and the ability to bring it to the fore in a truly 
beautiful manner? Our flooring in the 2425 mm x 250 mm 
large plank format creates an impression of space and 
freedom and complements the generous size of your 
rooms. Even in this format, your tilo floor is wonderfully 
simple to install, and thanks to the innovative parkettFIX 
connection, floating installation can also be carried out 
without any problems. 

4545



Magno Oak Mocca4646



Magno
Collection
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OAK WHITE
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

 OAK MOCCA
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CREME
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

"The chateau planks lend the house a sense  
             of space and freedom". 
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Eterno Oak Caramel

48
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ETERNO
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As beautiful as oil, as easy-care as varnish.

An oiled floor exudes natural beauty, while varnish 
ensures that it is robust and durable. With the innovative 
Eterno, tilo is combining the best of both worlds: the 
super-matte and porous INNOVO NATURAL OIL surface 
combines the naturalness of oil with the ease of main-
tenance and durability of varnish. It is based on up to 
approximately 90% natural raw materials to ensure that 
your floor remains beautiful in the long term.



Eterno Oak Sahara50



Eterno Oak Caramel
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Eterno Oak Caramel

"Eterno provides long-
 lasting beauty while also 
              being robust".

5252



Eterno
Collection
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OAK WHITE
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Innovo NATUR

oiled

OAK MOCCA
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Innovo NATUR

oiled

OAK SAHARA
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Innovo NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Innovo NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Alpin, Innovo NATUR

oiled

Eterno Oak Caramel
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The important thing 
for us is:
a vibrant floor made from natural, healthy 
raw materials – because children use all of 
their senses to explore the world around them.

Do you yearn for a home that ex-
udes life and character? If so, this 
story may ring true with you.

In our home we have laughed and lived. Played and 
loved. And even though it is chaotic at times, it is the 
place where we feel most comfortable. We are sim-
ply ourselves – we are a family. 

It was therefore all the more important that our house 
exude the warmth and naturalness that make our fam-
ily who we are. Our entire life revolves around the liv-
ing room with its expressive parquet floor. In this room, 
everyone comes together and we all feel at ease. This is 
where we walk barefoot and spread out toys, and also 
where we built the doll's house. It was particularly im-
portant to us that the floor was made of health-pro-
moting natural materials. After all, children use all of 
their senses to explore the world around them, especial-
ly their hands and their mouths. 

Testimonial 

5454



"The most beautiful place is the place 
in which everybody feels safe".

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | Testimonial

As things are often dropped or spilt, it is especially nice 
that parquet flooring is extremely easy to clean: it can 
simply be wiped with a damp cloth and can of course be 
cleaned with a vacuum cleaner and a mop. If the floor 
gets scratched, it's not a big deal: the natural grain is not 
damaged – it is a record of the history of the wood and 
also a little of our family's history. 

We are very much at ease here. Very much at home. The 
best compliment was paid to us by a friend on his first 
visit. "This house is full of love", he remarked. And we 
think it is too.
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A place 
to unwind.

When you are looking for a floor that is rustic, 
authentic and naturally beautiful ... 

Rustico Vario Oak Caramel Dovetail56



... tilo makes your floors.

RUSTICO
RUSTICO TREND
RUSTICO VARIO

OCEANO

58 – 63
64 – 69
70 – 73
74 – 77
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Isn't nature a wonderful designer? It gives each piece 
of wood a truly unique character, etching in striking 
structures and growth rings. We give nature free rein 
with our rustic parquet collection – and showcase 
wood's most natural side.

This floor is "fresh from the forest" and always has a 
new story to tell.

57
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Rustico Ash Caramel

Rustico Caramel Maple
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RUSTICO
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Natural beauty.

Rustico is genuine, original and non-artificial. A floor for 
unwinding and relaxing. In order to create it, we process 
expressive wood types such as Swiss pine, larch and 
oak and select the most interesting grain and structures 
for you.



Rustico Oak Natur6060
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Healthy knots and brown hearts highlight the natural 
character of the wood. 

Whether structured or planed, the surface of your 
Rustico floor produces a particularly interesting 
effect. 

Rustico Ash White

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place to unwind – Rustico
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Rustico Maple Caramel62



Rustico Ash Caramel
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Beschreibung Bodenart

Rustico Oak White

Rustic and versatile
Whether it be natural and white larch or elegant and fra-
grant Swiss pine: discover the versatile world of Rustico's 
natural beauty. 

Rustico Maple Caramel

64



ASH WHITE
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Country, Vital NATUR

oiled

ASH CARAMEL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Country, Vital NATUR

oiled

LARCH NATURAL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Rustikal, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK WHITE
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Intens, Vital NATUR

oiled

MAPLE CARAMEL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Country, Vital NATUR

oiled

LARCH CARAMEL 
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Rustikal, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CREME
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Intens, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Intens, Vital NATUR

oiled

SWISS PINE WHITE
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Natur, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (2V), brushed,

Intens, Vital NATUR

oiled

MAPLE MOCCA
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Country, Vital NATUR

oiled

SWISS PINE NATURAL
bevelled (4V), brushed,

Natur, Vital NATUR

oiled

Collection
Rustico
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RUSTICO
Trend

666666



We have brought planed and brushed oak planks 
together into an especially charming trend collection. 
The new surface, which has been kept extremely matte, 
lends your floor an even more natural look. 

Rustico Trend Oak Caramel

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place to unwind – Rustico Trend
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Rustico Trend Oak Caramel

Rustico Trend Oak Caramel

Rustico Trend Oak Caramel
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OAK WHITE
bevelled (4V), structured,

Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (4V), structured,

Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (4V), structured,

Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (4V), Structured, 

Valley, Creme, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MOCCA
bevelled (4V), structured,

Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MOSS
bevelled (4V), structured,

Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK WHITE
bevelled (4V), planed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (4V), planed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK ICELAND
bevelled (4V), planed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MELANGE
bevelled (4V), planed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL
bevelled (4V), planed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK MOCCA
bevelled (4V), planed,

Alpin, Vital NATUR

oiled

Rustico Trend
Collection
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RUSTICO
Vario
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With Rustico Vario, we combine rustic grading with 
hand-finished dovetail joints: 

this centuries-old timber joint has always been 
synonymous with craftsmanship and accentuates the 
original charm of the floor.

Rustico Vario Oak Caramel Dovetail

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place to unwind – Rustico Vario
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Rustico Vario Oak Caramel Dovetail
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Rustico Vario
Collection
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OAK WHITE
bevelled (4V), structured,

Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (4V), structured,

Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL 
bevelled (4V), structured,

Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
bevelled (4V), structured,

Dovetail, Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK CARAMEL 
bevelled (4V), structured,

Dovetail, Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK WHITE
bevelled (4V), structured,

Dovetail, Valley, Vital NATUR

oiled

"The dovetail, a sign of 
   the highest level of 
                  craftsmanship".
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Oceano Oak White

Oceano American Walnut Natural

Oceano Oak Natural
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OCEANO
Inspired by the planks of sailing ships.

It is the experimentation with the installation pattern 
that makes 3-strip parquet so interesting: Three individ-
ual strips are arranged in an offset or irregular manner 
and placed side by side on the plank. The result is a 
floor that demonstrates a particular charm and that 
complements a great many interior styles. Thanks to a 
broad range of gradings and colours on the basis of 
an oiled or varnished surface, tilo is able to offer a great 
deal of freedom when it comes to design. 

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | A place to unwind – Oceano
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Beschreibung Bodenart

7676767676

Oceano American Walnut Natural

Oceano Canadian Maple Natural
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Oceano

77

CANADIAN MAPLE 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Classic, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
unbevelled, brushed,

Classic, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Viva, Vital NATUR

oiled

OAK NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Classic, Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK WHITE
unbevelled, sanded,

Classic, Vital NATUR

oiled

ACACIA NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Classic, Vital NATUR

oiled

AMERICAN WALNUT 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Classic, Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK WHITE
unbevelled, brushed,

Classic, Vital NATUR

oiled

CANADIAN MAPLE 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Classic, Twist PLUS

varnished

AMERICAN WALNUT 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Viva, Twist PLUS

varnished

OAK NATURAL
unbevelled, sanded,

Classic, Vital NATUR

oiled

CANADIAN MAPLE 
NATURAL

unbevelled, sanded,

Viva, Twist PLUS

varnished

Collection
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Testimonial 

Do you yearn for a home that ex-
udes rustic naturalness? If so, this 
story may ring true with you.

Within our own four walls, we want to unwind and 
simply feel at ease. That is why a natural, rustic life-
style is so good for us: lots of light, lots of wood, 
large plant pots and natural colours. 

Also and especially in combination with light-coloured 
furniture and cleverly-placed modern accessories. Rustic 
does not necessarily mean "big" and "heavy" – it can be 
light, natural and friendly.

The important thing 
for us is:
a natural and healthy home in which we can 
unwind and feel good. 
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"Wood is warm, genuine and vibrant 
and always has a new story to tell". 

During renovation, one thing was very clear for us: we 
had to have a parquet floor with rustic and original charm. 
Wood, which shows how it grew, with all of its cracks and 
grain. Nature has provided this raw material with so 
many exciting details – why would you hide them?

Our floor, which is made from expressive wood, is warm, 
genuine and vibrant, and simply provides a feel-good 
feeling with every step. With its charming growth rings, 
it tells a story and is therefore very well suited to us. 

In our home, we are able to relax and to just be our-
selves. Contemporary but not too trendy, lavish, but not 
old-fashioned – this is what makes us feel at home.

tilo parquet catalogue 2017 | Testimonial



#PARQUET
Product overview

vibrantcalm

PURISTICO

approx. 3.2 mm
(Walnut approx. 2.7 mm)

approx. 3.2 mm approx. 3.2 mm approx. 3.2 mm approx. 3.2 mm approx. 3.2 mmWear layer

Middle layer Spruce core

Conifer wood

2,205 x 176 mm
2,205 x 176 mm
2,415 x 182 mm

2,205 x 176
2,205 x 176 mm
2,205 x 206 mm
2,425 x 250 mm

2,425 x 250 mm 2,205 x 176 mm

Spruce core

Conifer wood

Spruce core

Conifer wood

Spruce core

Conifer wood

Spruce core

Conifer wood

Spruce core

Conifer wood
Crosswise layer

Product dimensions

Total thickness 13 mm 13 mm 13 mm 13 mm 13 mm 13 mm

Short end connection

Long end connection

Edge design

Surface

Floating installation

MARCANTO MARCANTO
TREND

MARCANTO
VARIO

MAGNO ETERNO

Grading Harmony Alpin Alpin Alpin Alpin Alpin
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vibrant rustikal quiet to rustic

approx. 3.2 mm approx. 3.2 mm approx. 3.2 mm approx. 3.2 mm approx. 3.4 mm

2,205 x 176 mm

1,900 x 168 mm
2,205 x 168 mm
2,205 x 176 mm
2,415 x 182 mm

2,205 x 176 mm 2,205 x 176 mm 2,205 x 206 mm

Spruce core

Conifer wood

Spruce core

Conifer wood

Spruce core

Conifer wood

Spruce core

Conifer wood

Spruce core

Conifer wood

13 mm 13 mm 13 mm 13 mm 13 mm

ETERNO RUSTICO RUSTICO
TREND

RUSTICO
VARIO

OCEANO

Alpin

Country
Intens
Natur

Rustikal

Alpin
Valley

Valley
Classic

Viva
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ti lo stairs and 
skirting boards.

Seamless.

Stairs are so much more than “just” the transition between two 
levels. They act like an item of furniture and have a significant 
influence over the atmosphere within a room. The matching 
stair coverings and skirting boards from tilo create a harmoni-
ous overall look, which extends throughout your entire home. 

Our coverings are available for straight, spiral, L-shaped 
and U-shaped stairs, to name but a few. There is so much 
to be said on the subject of stairs that we have devoted an 
entire catalogue to them – find out more at tilo.com
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Pure 
pleasure.

We want you to always enjoy looking at your tilo floor 
and to enjoy every step you take on it. That is why we 
also offer you the appropriate cleaning and care. After 
all, we know our products from the ground up and 
are best placed to know the individual requirements 
of the various floors.

Enjoy the quality and beauty  
of your tilo floors – for a 
long time.
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Should you have any 
questions, we will be there 
for you, because: 
tilo makes floors – 
and is delighted to do 
so for you, too.

Discover our online world, learn more about our 
versatile floors and find tilo dealers near you: 

instagram.com/tilo_boden

facebook.com/tilo.at

tilo.com

We would be delighted 
if  you would l ike to 

see more of  what we 
can offer you. 

Are you also interested in our natural or design range? All of our catalogues are available to browse or download at tilo.com. 
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